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Focus on carbon fee for business-related travel

Transportation is the second
largest contributor to greenhouse
gas emissions from Cornell, after
central heating plant.
Business air travel accounts for half of
transportation emissions; business
driving + commuting are other half.

26% of carbon dioxide emissions.
8%

of total greenhouse gas
emissions, including methane.

Carbon neutrality by 2035 requires
zero net emissions from travel.
Wider societal improvements in
renewable transportation will help
(electric cars; use of renewable bio-jet- A
fuel; move towards electric vehicles).

But some off-sets like to be
necessary.
Off-sets beginning soon allow
Cornell to show more rapid progress
on 2035 goal.

What is a carbon offset?
….. a reduction in emissions greenhouse gases made in order to compensate
for or to offset an emission made elsewhere.
For example, paying for reforestation to compensate for your CO2 emission.

We have a more interesting example locally: Finger Lakes Climate Fund.

Finger Lakes Climate Fund: using travel offsets to reduce greenhouse gases
in “modest income” homes in Tompkins County

A proposal for Cornell travel carbon offset fee:
• Estimate emissions for each business trip, using simple metrics (average
emissions per passenger mile for air travel, average mileage for cars, etc.)

• Place a dollar value on these emissions for each business trip, valued at
$57 per metric ton of CO2 (the value adopted by the SLCAG in Sept 2016
report, based on analysis of Prof. Bill Schultze)
• Use collected fees following the model of the Finger Lakes Climate Fund
(Sustainable Tompkins) (which is very cost effective way to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and so can in fact fully off-set travel emissions)
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A few considerations with FLCF model:
1) Their current fee is less than half of the $57/ton value;
2) They work only within Tompkins County; Cornell may want to
provide assistance to our staff who live outside Tompkins County;
3) Their program is very small, relative to what full recovery of travel
offset fees from Cornell would be (200-fold expansion).

Comparing emissions and travel carbon offset fee by type of travel travel:
For cars:
-- assume 25.1 miles/gal average vehicle efficiency (US car fleet average)
-- assume only one person in car
-- therefore, 355 g CO2 per mile driven
-- at $57/ton CO2, $0.02 per

mile carbon fee

For air travel:
-- assume 2.8 MJ energy used per mile per passenger (US average; FAA 2015)
-- therefore, 188 g CO2 per mile flown

-- at $57/ton CO2, $0.011 per mile carbon fee
For buses:
-- assume 78 g CO2 per mile driven (US average; UCS 2008)
-- at $57/ton CO2, $0.0044

per mile carbon fee
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For air travel:
-- assume 2.8 MJ energy used per mile per passenger (US average; FAA 2015)
-- therefore, 188 g CO2 per mile flown

Approximately $0.50 per gallon of gasoline
-- at $57/ton CO2, $0.011 per mile carbon fee
For buses:
-- assume 78 g CO2 per mile driven (US average; UCS 2008)
-- at $57/ton CO2, $0.0044

per mile carbon fee

Critical and contentious issue: Who should pay the fee?
• Cannot be charged to federal or state grants; departmental, college, and
university funds are tight.

• My suggestion to the SLCAG: ask the traveler to pay, out of the funds they
receive through travel reimbursement. This avoids grant restrictions.

Example, Cornell to NYC by car: 450 miles roundtrip; one overnight
For 450 miles, 0.16 metric tons CO2 emitted; at $57/ton, $9.12 fee assessed.
Representative business travel cost:
$0.535/mile = $240.75 for 450 miles
$239/day for hotel (per diem allowance)
$55.50/day for meals (first and last day of travel)
Total reimbursement = $590.75

Traveler is assessed $9.12 C fee, so reimbursement reduced by 1.5%
$581.63 rather than $590.75

Second example, Cornell to San Francisco (4 days, 3 nights)
For 5,634 miles round-trip, 1.06 metric tons CO2 emitted; at $57/ton, $60.42 C fee
assessed.
Representative business travel cost:
Air fare = $1,105
Hotel ($267/night, per diem allowance) = $801.00
Meals ($55.50/day first and last day, $74/day otherwise) = $259.00
Total reimbursement = $2,165.00

Traveler is assessed $60.42 C fee, so reimbursement reduced by 2.8%

$2,104.58 rather than $2,165.00

Critical and contentious issue: Who should pay the fee?
• Cannot be charged to federal or state grants; departmental, college, and
university funds are tight.

• My suggestion to the SLCAG: ask the traveler to pay, out of the funds they
receive through travel reimbursement. This avoids grant restrictions.
-- This would be voluntary, and potentially tax deductible.
-- Could be run as an information program, ie “the cost to the environment
and public health of your trip was $XX. Would you like to make a voluntary
contribution towards this?”
-- Could have an easy “opt in” button as part of travel reimbursement
request.
-- Could be voluntary, but with “opt out” as part of travel reimbursement;
you pay, unless you actively choose not to (my recommendation to SLCAG)

Other issues for consideration:
• When presented to SLCAG, significant opposition for inclusion of graduate
students and employees (even though voluntary)

• Should we try this just for travel by faculty? (possible expansion to
graduate students and employees at a later time?)
• Does a trial with some subset of the University (a college, or a few
departments) make sense?

Other issues for consideration, continued:
• Who should administer and dispense the collected fees?

-- Potentially a large amount of funds (more than 200-times greater than
Finger Lakes Climate Fund current efforts, if 100% of Cornell travel
offsets collected. Up to maximum of $3.5 million per yr.
-- Distribution of funds requires on-the-ground technical skill and
knowledge.
-- Need for auditing.
-- If administered through a non-profit, the voluntary donations should be
tax deductible.

Other issues for consideration, continued:
• Should we look beyond average emissions? Short flights have higher
emissions per mile than longer flights. N2O and water vapor emissions in
stratosphere not considered…. Car mileage varies substantially.

At least to start, probably want to keep accounting simple.
So for example, probably do not want to reward the owner of a
Toyota Prius or Nissan Leaf nor penalize the owner of a Hummer.
Howarth’s car

Thanks for opportunity to present today.
Cornell business travel represents a significant part of our carbon
emissions, second only to central heating plant.
Cannot meet goal of carbon neutrality by 2035 without addressing
travel emissions.

A plan for carbon fee for travel offsets will require strong
community buy-in.

Carbon fee for travel offsets represents the fastest way to
reduce Cornell’s greenhouse gas footprint NOW.

